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Management information systems use information technology to collect and communicate all the information that a company or institution uses to work. Each department or function of an organization produces its own operational and financial data and therefore has its own information system to keep track of everything. There are as
many types of management information systems as there are departments or functions in an organization, but there are a few specific systems that almost every organization or institution needs to make the entire entity function smoothly. A management reporting system is a database designed to report on the finances and operations of
all levels of management in an organization. A company's management reporting system is often used by middle managers to generate regular reports comparing current and past financial performance to determine financial growth and to track how middle managers themselves perform. Upper management uses the data generated by
the reporting system to compare the company's current financial position and activity efficiency with the predetermined objectives for the company. A process control system monitors a company's physical or industrial processes, such as metal fabricacbrication, petroleum processing or car assembly. The operating system continuously
collects data and is programmed to generate regular reports on system performance. A manager looks at the process control reports to tell you how often a particular event occurs during the production process during a given period of time or how often the company deviated from a repetitive production process during that period. This
information is essential for maintaining the overall efficiency of production and the safety of machines and workers. A sales and marketing system supports management in executing and tracking the effectiveness of the organization's sales and marketing functions. These include: developing products that build sales forecasts and track
the ad outlets and schedules that manage distribution channel prices, discounts and promotions that implement effective ad and sales promotions Reports also tell managers which items are selling and which aren't, and how well each product sells in the company's inventory at each store location. The inventory control system keeps track
of everything related to inventory, including sales, decay, theft and inventory, allowing management to determine when individual items are low and need to be replenished, either in the company's warehouse or in one of the locations. It tracks the movement of inventory in the warehouse, from warehouse to store, store sales and returns.
An accounting and financing system tracks an organization's assets and investments and collects all financial reporting data for positions such as payroll, federal, state and local taxes and pension funds. This system provides for all reports required for periodic financial audits and annual reports when the organisation or institution
produces them. The accounting and financial system also facilitates the daily booking of routine transactions such as sales revenue, returns and bank deposits and transfers. All monthly financial statements, such as the balance sheet and the profit and loss account, are generated from this system. These statements are necessary for
middle and senior managers to track current financial success relative to past performance and against predetermined goals for future growth. A human resources information management system supports the day-to-day management and tracking of employees and recruitment. These systems track a number of financial elements of
human resources that overlap the accounting and financial system, such as payroll, benefits, and retirement, but the human resource system is much more than that. It can streamline employee-HR communication by providing an electronic hub for HR policies, law enforcement notices, and mandatory training events. It can automate
employee timekeeping, track the presence of work, allow available and used leave days and employees to request vacation or sick leave, all without the physical involvement of a manager. The recruitment function is also automated through the human resources management system through cv collection and analysis to identify qualified
potential employees. An office automation, or collaboration between companies, enables managers to manage the flow of information throughout the organization. Any electronic communication device or medium used in the organization by managers to communicate with other managers, with their employees or for employees to
communicate with each other falls under the umbrella of the office automation information system. These devices and media can include landline phones, mobile phones, internet, intranet, multimedia, voicemail and email, file sharing and video conferencing. Management Information Systems (MIS) uses the integration of information
technology to realize the needs and objectives of general employees, managers and their organisation. The development of MIS in organizations helps corporate executives apply efficient and effective information technology-based business and economic decisions. With new trends in information technology, managers and organisations
will face more progress and flexible management organization information. Most organizations today rely heavily on their IT systems. MIS has become an integral part of the organization's existence and application in different specific areas. These include strategy support, data processing, and job performance development. MIS turns
data into useful to formulate effective management decisions. Mis data processing enables huge amounts of business data to be organized and provides valuable time-saving benefits for the organization. The performance of the organization's work results is strongly influenced by the creation of a MIS. Employees will have more efficient
and effective ways to handle data and information. A functional MIS has five elements that include timeliness, accuracy, consistency, completeness and relevance. The efficacy of a MIS is deterred when one or more elements are compromised. The timelines element means that an organization's MIS can provide up-to-date information
and distribute it to its users. Mis processed information must be accurate and free of defects. The consistency of the MIS in processing data for well-defined, documented processes and the ability to adapt to a dynamic environment should be taken into account. Management needs complete and related information in a summarized format
to avoid information overload. The MIS should be able to provide management with relevant data for effective planning and decision-making. A MIS offers many advantages for the organization. First, it facilitates organizational planning. MIS improves management's good decision-making skills by providing relevant information. Second,
MIS minimizes the information surplus by summarizing it in standard formats for managers to have detailed and concise reports. Third, MIS facilities bring integration to an organization because it keeps other departments informed of existing problems and needs. Finally, MIS makes administrative control easier. This gives management
the opportunity to assess and improve the performance of the organization. Management risks show the likelihood of economic events that may adversely affect the organization's activities or revenues. Management decisions based on incorrect, ineffective or imperfect MIS can stimulate risks in specific areas such as commodity prices,
company liquidity, interest rates or foreign currencies. A non-secure or poorly programmed MIS can lead to hacking, data manipulation, unauthorized access to data, and routine work interruption that can lead to incorrect management decisions or scheduling. A reliable MIS plays an integral role in providing relevant and accurate
management information for efficient decision-making. The current MIS must be able to adapt to the complexity of the organisation in the direction of information technology for well-managed decision-making. All of the organization's most important staff should be able to get acquainted with its MIS and ensure its reliability to generate
relevant information. The MIS should be able to mitigate the risks of both internal and external factors of the organisations. Reader David signs up with this excellent tip for phone anonymity: I need to someone from my cell, but I didn't want them to get my number from their caller ID. I know to use *67 at home if I want to do this, but cell
calling is different – you don't get that double dial tone to let you know that you are now limiting your number. With your cell, just start with the number you call with the *67, as if the phone number starts with those three digits. The most important thing to remember is that you need to deploy the 1 for the area code, as cells don't normally
need the 1.For example, enter *6719175551212 before hitting the talc button will cause the recipients to read caller ID. On my phone, the caller id shows a Private Call using this method. Seems like a smart way to keep your number to yourself if you want to avoid making it known to the world. Of course, this is probably also the pervy
stalkers biggest weapon. Use only for good. Free internet phone numbers are available through Google Voice, and apps such as FreedomPop, TextNow and TextFree.The iNum project offers free location-independent numbers with a +883 global country code. (This is not the scam 833 area code.) This article explains where to get free
internet phone numbers. Normally, you only get a phone number when you pay for a landline phone service, when you activate a mobile phone or SIM card, or when you register for a VoIP service. The number comes with the service. However, you get toll-free phone numbers without involvement and monthly invoices. Toll-free phone
numbers are available if you know where to look, often in a package with other interesting features. Google Voice gives you a toll-free phone number that lets you call multiple phones at once during an incoming call. This means that when you sign up for a free Google number and people call that number, you'll all ring your computer,
phone, and tablet at once to make sure you don't miss the call. An interesting feature you get with Google Voice is transcribed conversations, which means you can read your voicemail instead of listening to it. You also port your real phone number to the Google Voice service. With Google Voice you can make free local calls to any phone
number, such as businesses, other mobile phones, and home phones. International calling is also available, but you have to pay for it. TextNow app. There are many apps that you use to make free internet phone calls. Google Voice is an example, but there are many others that give you a real phone number that calls the app you install
to your phone or tablet. FreedomPop, TextNow and Textfree are just a few examples. During installation, you will receive a real phone number on which others will call and with which you call other phones. All calls are managed through the app, so you also keep your real phone number. These apps and others also give you text text
features, voicemail options and other phone features. The iNum project is interesting because the company's goal is to provide a number for the world. Through location-independent numbers, it allows users to establish a unified presence worldwide. iNum provides users with phone numbers with the +883 global country code, a code
created by the ITU. You use an +883 number as a virtual number and be contacted via a phone and other communication device around the world, without having to worry about net codes and associated tariffs. INum numbers are available through the service providers listed on the iNum website. You contact one of the service providers
to obtain a free SIP account with free calls to all other iNum numbers. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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